Global Firemen!

TACTICAL AIR COMMAND

GEN. D. F. REYNARD
Commander
USAF Tactical Air Command

"With new, speedier and more powerful aircraft plus their atomic capability, our tactical air forces pack devastating power. Combining this power with an ever-mounting capability for global mobility and greater ranges through inflight refueling, this versatile striking force has become the principal deterrent to hot or cold periphery aggressive actions by being able to deal with them quickly and decisively wherever and whenever they may occur." — TAC's mission is to organize combat ready, tactical air forces for world-wide use, develop doctrines, weapon systems and techniques...to coordinate with Army and Naval forces and support the Air Defense Command at home in the event of enemy attack...and SUPPORT THIS NATION AND ITS ALLIES IN OUR DESIRE TO KEEP THE WORLD AT PEACE.
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Good friends of the National Guard are the Newark (N.J.) News, and they've shown it again not only by extended coverage of 'Operation MINUTEMAN' but by a very fine editorial and by the excellent editorial page cartoon which—thanks to Managing Editor Lloyd Feinberg, Cartoonist Bill Canfield, and Military Editor Warren Kenneth—we've been permitted to reproduce on our front cover.